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Guinea Bissau has become Africa’s first “Narco State”, a title that threatens to further the
countries’ slide into insecurity and deepen poverty and inequality. A concerted regional effort is
needed to empower weak security and governance structures in order to effectively combat the
growing drug trade.
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cartels who simply buy off
government officials, a
process made easier by the
absence of foreign
diplomats who left the
country in 1998 after
violence broke out and who
now work out of
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The long term dangers in the country have
been voiced by a government official who
stated that the country could become the
battle ground for Latin American and Asian
drug cartels who fight for control of the
geographically strategic country. Descent into

come from Guinea, Mali, Nigeria,
and Senegal. Guinea was the
embarkation point for 221 couriers
detected since 2006, the single
largest national total in the region.
 In October 2008, the Economic
Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) adopted a declaration
and regional action plan to combat
drug trafficking and organized
crime in West Africa. This has been
backed by the UN departments of
Political Affairs and Peacekeeping
Operations. The plan aims to build
national

and
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law

enforcement, border management
and anti-money-laundering schemes.
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for the Independence of Guinea and Cape
Verde (PAIGC). The elections were observed by
550 international observers and deemed fair.
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Long term risks:

military but is running as an independent. The
elections are the first since the military coup of
2012 which was led by Antonio Indjai who has
since been charged by the US for drug
trafficking and attempting to sell surface to air
missiles to FARC. This link shows how high up
cooperation between government and drug
trafficking goes. The transitional government
has been pressured by the international
community not to further postpone the

the proliferation of weapons but also in groups
who seek to challenge fragile democracies. The
media storm created by the recent escalation
of Boko Haram activity has turned the
international communities’ gaze upon terrorist
activity in Nigeria and West Africa, yet how
long this will last remains to be seen. It is
reassuring that there is sufficient will to
combat militant activity in West Africa but this

election and heeded such calls
in April yet have not responded
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ABOUT OUR PROGRAMME : RESOURCES, MILITANCY AND ORGANISED CRIMES
IN WEST AND HORN OF AFRICA
Brief Background and Scope

Africa’s GDP is the most rapidly growing of any continent but corruption, crime, and militancy are rife.
Much of this centres on the continents wealth of natural resources, including petroleum etc. Foreign
investment in Africa has grown exponentially over the last decade and will continue to rise.
Consequently, foreign & African governments and criminal/militant groups’ interests and sphere of
influences will clash with increasing intensity over the coming years. This will have direct implications
on energy, regional and global security agendas. Furthermore, areas such as West and Horn of Africa
regions are strategically located, which enhances their role in the international trade system through
shipping routes and transnational linkages etc. The creation of AFRICOM reflects the rising global
importance of the region, with the exportation of oil only expected to drastically increase from the
continent by 2025. Yet with the region still lacking institutions of effective governance and reliable
security structures, the levels of violent insurgency have jeopardised economic development in
countries such as Somalia, Ethiopia, Mali and Nigeria etc. Different militant groups finance their
operations through employment of traditional criminal enterprises, such as smuggling and drug sales.
Resources are also exploited for revenue by both criminal organisation and militant groups. Militant
organisations such as Al-Shabab and other Jihadists and nationalist movement operating primarily in
Somalia & Sahel – have exploited the security vacuum that exists in the regions. In addition, issues
such as piracy continue to effect maritime security whilst increasing costs for counter-piracy
measures.

The implications of above is severe on all three fronts i.e. Energy security, regional security and global
security. To address these problems and develop solutions, we must now confront all three facets
holistically, with due appreciation of their interrelated attributes.
Programme’s Deliverables:
 Mapping the interplay between resources, militant groups and the dynamics of organised
crime in West/horn of Africa.
 Conflict forecasting and risk analysis of the current and future dynamics of militancy,
resources, organised crimes and their repercussions on energy security, regional and global
security.
 Situation analyses on above issues, regional positioning and global powers interests etc.
 Alternative policy analyses that may serve in policy making on regional and global
governance levels
 Creating a useful guide and knowledge base for stakeholders and public for future oil, gas
and aid endeavours in West/Horn of Africa.

ABOUT US:
IISA is a think-tank and an intellectual forum for addressing the current and future dynamics of the
Islamic-world and its interaction with Western civilisation. Based in London, IISA will create transIslamic and global reach. IISA seeks to establish a platform where Islamic-world's dynamics, trends,
issue, problems or crises are analysed within the Islamic-world and by working on local models and
realities and not against any external standards or perceptions. We will be one of the leading thinktank on the Islamic-world and its role in the contemporary global system. In a short span of time we
have attracted great academic support and a reputation for both open and track-II dialogues. IISA is
the only think tank initiative that goes beyond national and regional inclinations and addresses
strategic and socio-political issues/crises of the Islamic-world in its totality. For more information i.e.
our mission statement, current programmes and our academic and regional expertise please visit the
following links:
Website:

www.iisa.org.uk

Blog:

http://iisablog.org/

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/IISA_org

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/IISA-Institute-of-Islamic-StrategicSocio-Political-Affairs/118608928247992?ref=hl

